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I.  Executive Summary and Introduction 1 

A. Witness Identification 2 

Q. Please state your name and business address. 3 

A. My name is Martin G. Fruehe.  My business address is Three Lincoln Center, Oakbrook 4 

Terrace, Illinois 60181. 5 

Q. By whom and in what position are you employed? 6 

A. I am employed by Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd”) as Manager – Revenue 7 

Policy. 8 

B. Purposes of Testimony  9 

Q. What is the purpose of your testimony? 10 

A. The purpose of my testimony is threefold. First, I will discuss the regulatory assets that 11 

will be created as a result of the early retirement of plant related to the deployment of 12 

Smart Grid projects that ComEd has applied for funding from the Department of Energy 13 

(DOE) under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (“Stimulus 14 

proposal”).  Secondly, I will discuss the inputs and calculations of the quarterly revenue 15 

requirement related to ComEd’s Stimulus Proposal. Finally, I present the estimated 16 

customer rate impacts resulting from ComEd’s Stimulus Proposal. It should be noted that 17 

the figures I present in my direct testimony are, for the most part, exclusive of the 18 

141,000 meter AMI Pilot costs that ComEd has sought approval of in ICC Docket No. 19 

09-0263 (“AMI Pilot”). Since ComEd has included the AMI pilot as part of its Stimulus 20 

Proposal, I provide amounts based upon the total as well.  21 

C.  Background and Qualifications 22 

Q. What are your current duties and responsibilities? 23 
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A. In my role as Manager –Revenue Policy, I am responsible for the strategic and tactical 24 

review and evaluation of potential regulatory alternatives for ComEd.  I also am 25 

responsible for the oversight and coordination of rate case related activities at both the 26 

State and federal levels. 27 

Q. What was your earlier professional experience? 28 

A. I have been employed by ComEd since 1992.  I held the position of Account 29 

Representative from 1992 to 1997, in which I serviced the accounts of many of ComEd’s 30 

large commercial, industrial and governmental customers.  In 1998, I was promoted to 31 

the Strategic Analysis Department as an Economic Analyst, where I was responsible for 32 

supporting the capital budgeting process by evaluating the economic performance of 33 

major discretionary investments, as well as other operational financial analyses.  In 2003, 34 

I was promoted to the Regulatory Services and Strategy Department as a Senior 35 

Regulatory Analyst.  In that position, I was responsible for the strategic and financial 36 

evaluation of post-2006 regulatory strategies, including power procurement and 37 

associated cost recovery.  In 2006, I transferred to the Revenue Policy Department, where 38 

I was responsible for assisting in the determination of ComEd’s revenue requirement and 39 

preparation of regulatory filings with both the Commission and the Federal Energy 40 

Regulatory Commission (“FERC”).  In 2007, I was named Manager – Rates in the 41 

Revenue Policy Department.  In 2009, my title was changed to Manager - Revenue 42 

Policy. 43 

Q. What is your educational background? 44 
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A. I hold a Bachelor of Science Degree in Marketing from Northern Illinois University in 45 

1987.  I received a Masters of Business Administration with a concentration in Finance 46 

from DePaul University in 1997. 47 

D.  Summary of Conclusions 48 

Q. Please summarize the conclusions in your direct testimony. 49 

A. In brief, I conclude that as a result of ComEd’s Stimulus Proposal, net of the AMI Pilot 50 

Costs: 51 

1. The estimated undepreciated costs of the meters and non-meter 52 

distribution equipment that will be prematurely retired as part of ComEd’s 53 

Stimulus Proposal are $8.2 million and $10.7 million, respectively.  54 

2.  The regulatory assets associated with the retired meters and non-meter 55 

distribution equipment should be amortized over ten years. 56 

3. The estimated AMP recovery amounts for Rider AMP for the four 57 

quarters of 2010 are $0 (1st quarter), $0.7 million (2nd quarter), $4.6 58 

million (3rd quarter) and $5.1 million (4th quarter). 59 

4. The monthly impact to the average residential customer bill is estimated to 60 

be $0.00 in January through March, $0.04 April through June, $0.22 in 61 

July through September, and $0.27 in October through December. 62 

E. Itemized Attachments to Testimony 63 

Q. Are you sponsoring any exhibits as attachments to your direct testimony? 64 

A. Yes. ComEd Exhibits 7.01, 7.02 and 7.03 are attached to my testimony and present the 65 

estimated quarterly revenue requirements, estimated customer rate impacts and summary 66 

of the expected costs, respectively, associated with ComEd’s Stimulus Proposal net of the 67 
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AMI pilot. Exhibits 7.04, 7.05 and 7.06 present the estimated quarterly revenue 68 

requirements, estimated customer rate impacts and summary of the expected costs, 69 

respectively, associated with ComEd’s Stimulus Proposal including the AMI pilot. 70 

II. Regulatory Assets Associated with ComEd’s Stimulus Proposal 71 

 A. Regulatory Asset Associated With Retired Meters 72 

Q. Is the regulatory asset associated with the retired meters the same as in ComEd’s 73 

proposed AMI pilot in ICC Docket No. 09-0263? 74 

A. No.  Although it is similar in nature to the regulatory asset requested in ICC Docket No. 75 

09-0263, the amount is incremental. As discussed by ComEd witnesses Michael J. 76 

Meehan and Val. R. Jensen, ComEd plans to replace additional meters if its Stimulus 77 

Proposal is accepted by the DOE, and thus the regulatory asset associated with the retired 78 

meters is larger. 79 

Q. How many additional meters will be retired, over and above those included in ComEd’s 80 

AMI Pilot, as part of its stimulus proposal? 81 

A. As discussed in the direct testimony of Mr. Jensen and Mr. Meehan, 179,000 additional 82 

meters will be retired. 83 

Q. Is full recovery of these meters appropriate? 84 

A. Yes.  The cost of these retired meters was prudently incurred and reasonable at the time 85 

that they were installed/placed in service, and as such should continue to be recovered 86 

through rates over an appropriate period of time. It would simply not be feasible for 87 

ComEd to invest in the new meters if full recovery of the investment in the retired meters 88 

was not allowed.  89 
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Q. How is the cost of the retired meters computed? 90 

A. When installed, meters are recorded in Account No. 370, Distribution Meters & Devices, 91 

pursuant to the Uniform System of Accounts as adopted by FERC and modified by the 92 

Commission (“USOA”).  They are identified only by meter-type, such as demand meter, 93 

watt-hour meter, and electronic meter. Consistent with the USOA, ComEd depreciates its 94 

meters as a class. In his direct testimony, Mr. Meehan anticipates that approximately 95% 95 

of the meters to be replaced will be of the watt-hour type. Thus for modeling purposes, I 96 

assumed that of the 179,000 meters to be replaced, 95% were watt-hour and the 97 

remaining 5% was split ratably between demand meters and electronic meters, based 98 

upon their overall volume on the ComEd system. Thus, to determine the costs of the 99 

meters that are retired as a result of the Stimulus Proposal, the percentage of meters to be 100 

replaced by meter-type was multiplied by the accumulated costs and accumulated reserve 101 

of each meter-type as of March 31, 2009. The net amount (accumulated cost less 102 

accumulated reserve) is the Net Book Value. In order to estimate the net book value as of 103 

the estimated time of replacement, I subtracted another nine to 21 months of depreciation 104 

from the March 31, 2009 net book value. These calculations are shown in further detail 105 

on page 3 of ComEd Ex. 7.01. 106 

Q. At the time the 179,000 AMI meter installations related to the Stimulus Proposal are 107 

complete, what is the estimated net book value of the retired meters? 108 

A. Approximately $8.2 million. It should be noted that if some of the replaced meters are 109 

reused rather than retired, as discussed in Mr. Meehan’s direct testimony, the regulatory 110 

asset would be adjusted accordingly. 111 

Q. Over what period should the undepreciated costs of the retired meters be amortized? 112 
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A. These costs should be amortized over a ten-year period.  113 

Q. Why is ten years an appropriate period of time to amortize the undepreciated costs 114 

associated with the retired meters? 115 

A. A ten-year amortization period balances two competing interests.  For ComEd, a shorter 116 

amortization period, such as one or two years, provides greater certainty of recovery of 117 

the remaining value of prudently incurred and reasonable costs that should be recovered 118 

through rates.  However, for customers, the shorter the recovery period the larger the 119 

impact on rates.  Thus, in my view, a ten year period strikes the appropriate balance of 120 

these two interests: it affords ComEd more certainty of recovery and it spreads recovery 121 

of costs over a longer period of time thus lessening the impact on customer rates.  122 

Additionally, the shorter the amortization period, the lower the likelihood of any inter-123 

generational cost shifting. Thus, for the most part, with a shorter amortization period, 124 

ComEd will more likely recover the cost of the meters from the customers who benefited 125 

from the investment. 126 

Q. Do you have any other basis for a 10-year amortization period? 127 

A. Yes.  While not directly applicable, Financial Accounting Standards (“FAS”) 92 128 

Statement No. 92 “Regulated Enterprises – Accounting for Phase-in Plans” (FAS 92), 129 

provides guidance that could be used as an analogy for the recovery of the regulatory 130 

asset associated with prematurely retired meters.  FAS 92 states that a utility that is 131 

ordered by a regulator, in part, to phase-in the cost of new plant over a period of no more 132 

than ten years, may capitalize allowable costs as a separate asset. While FAS 92 133 

specifically addresses the deferral of costs associated with new generating plants 134 
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completed or substantially completed before 1988, ComEd believes it provides the most 135 

relevant guidance that is generally applicable to other types of regulatory cost deferrals as 136 

well. Thus, for the regulatory asset for the retired meters, a period of ten years seems 137 

most appropriate. 138 

Q. Have any other parties suggested a ten-year amortization period? 139 

A. Yes. In ICC Docket No. 09-0263, ICC Staff Witness Dianna Hathhorn recommended a 140 

ten-year amortization period for the meters retired as a result of ComEd’s AMI pilot.  141 

Q. What is the remaining life of the meters to be retired? 142 

A. Based upon the depreciation study completed by ComEd in December 2008 and filed 143 

with the Commission in January 2009, the remaining life of the meters was 14.69 years at 144 

the time the study was completed. 145 

Q. At December 31st, 2010, will the remaining life of the meters to be replaced still be 14.69 146 

years? 147 

A. No. The meters to be replaced will have aged another two years and the remaining life 148 

will be less than 14.69 years. A reasonable estimation would be 12.69 years.  149 

Q. Will the regulatory asset associated with the retired meters earn a return while it is 150 

included in Rider AMP? 151 

A. ComEd should be allowed to earn a return on its unrecovered investment in the retired 152 

meters in order to be made whole. The retired meters are currently included in ComEd’s 153 

rate base and are already earning a return. Therefore it is not necessary to include a return 154 
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on the regulatory asset in Rider AMP until the meters are removed from rate base in the 155 

next rate case.  156 

Q. After ComEd’s next rate case and the regulatory asset is included in ComEd’s rate base, 157 

will the regulatory asset earn a return? 158 

A. Yes. At the conclusion of ComEd’s next rate case, the retired meters will no longer be 159 

included in ComEd’s rate base, and at that time the remaining unamortized balance of the 160 

regulatory asset will be included. ComEd will still be incurring the carrying costs 161 

associated with the retired meters and will need to earn a return on the balance of the 162 

regulatory asset until it is fully amortized. 163 

 B. Regulatory Asset for Retired Non-Meter Assets 164 

Q. Apart from meters, will any other types of assets be prematurely retired as a result of 165 

ComEd’s Stimulus Proposal? 166 

A. ComEd presently anticipates that four types of assets will be removed prior to the end of 167 

their service lives as a result of implementing it Stimulus Proposal. These are Controllers, 168 

Relays, Repeaters and Remote Terminal Units (“RTUs”). Collectively, I will refer to 169 

these as “non–meter assets” throughout the remainder of my testimony. Please see the 170 

Direct Testimony of Ronald Donovan for a description of these assets.  171 

Q. Will a regulatory asset need to be created to recover the undepreciated costs associated 172 

with the non-meter assets? 173 

A. Yes. These assets will be retired prematurely.  174 

Q. Is full recovery of these assets appropriate? 175 
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A. Yes.  The cost of these prematurely-retired investments was prudently incurred and 176 

reasonable at the time that they were installed/placed in service, and as such should 177 

continue to be recovered through rates over an appropriate period of time. It would 178 

simply not be feasible for ComEd to invest in the new equipment if full recovery of the 179 

investment in the prematurely retired investments was not allowed.  180 

Q. Do you have an estimate of the undepreciated costs associated with the non-meter assets? 181 

A. As shown in ComEd Ex. 7.01, page 8, the estimated undepreciated distribution related 182 

costs of the non-meter assets, as of 12/31/2011 is as follows: 183 

Asset     Net Book Value 184 

Controllers    $4.3 million 185 

 Relays     $0.7 million 186 

 Repeaters    $5.4 million 187 

 RTUs     $0.3 million  188 

Q. How was the net book value of the non-meter assets determined? 189 

A. Due to the relatively large amount of individual items in question (literally thousands of 190 

individual units), we estimated the net book value of each type of asset based upon the 191 

estimated dates of installation, estimated installed costs (at times using current costs 192 

indexed back to the year of installation), and number of units to be replaced. These 193 

calculations are contained in my direct testimony work papers. It should be noted that the 194 

amounts provided in my testimony are ComEd’s best faith estimates and may change if 195 

additional information becomes available during this proceeding. 196 
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Q. What are the estimated remaining depreciable lives of the non-meter assets to be retired? 197 

A. In regards to the Controllers, Relays and Repeaters, they are, for the most part, relatively 198 

minor items and are normally capitalized as part of the underlying assets they are 199 

associated with. For example, the repeaters are electronic devices that are attached to 200 

either poles or cross arms, which have a much longer expected service life. As such, 201 

ComEd does not currently have specific depreciable lives associated with these pieces of 202 

equipment. The RTUs are specifically identified as a property unit and have a shorter 203 

depreciable life than distribution equipment in general  204 

Q. Would it be appropriate to amortize a regulatory asset associated with the repeaters over 205 

the remaining depreciable life of the poles and cross arms? 206 

A. Absolutely not. The devices that replace the existing repeaters would have been removed 207 

and replaced several times over before the amortization period would end. The same 208 

logic would hold true for the Controllers and Relays. 209 

Q. Over what period should the undepreciated costs of the prematurely-retired non-meter 210 

assets be amortized? 211 

A. They should be amortized over a 10-year period.  212 

Q. Why is a 10-year amortization period appropriate for these assets? 213 

A. For the same reasons I discussed above for the 10-year meter-related regulatory asset 214 

amortization period. 215 

Q. Will the regulatory asset associated with the retired non-meter assets earn a return while 216 

it is included in Rider AMP?  217 
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A. ComEd should be allowed to earn a return on its unrecovered investment in the retired 218 

non-meter assets in order to be made whole. The retired non-meter assets are currently 219 

included in ComEd’s rate base and are already earning a return. Therefore it is not 220 

necessary to include a return on the regulatory asset in Rider AMP until these assets are 221 

removed from rate base in the next rate case.  222 

Q. After ComEd’s next rate case and the regulatory asset is included in ComEd’s rate base, 223 

will the non-meter related regulatory asset earn a return? 224 

A. Yes. At the conclusion of ComEd’s next rate case, the retired non-meter assets will no 225 

longer be included in ComEd’s rate base, and at that time the remaining unamortized 226 

balance of the regulatory asset will be included. ComEd will still be incurring the 227 

carrying costs associated with the retired non-meter assets and will need to earn a return 228 

on the balance of the regulatory asset until it is fully amortized. 229 

III. Quarterly AMP Recovery Amount 230 

Q. What are the estimated quarter AMP recovery amounts for ComEd’s Stimulus Proposal 231 

for Rider AMP, net of ComEd’s AMI Pilot as proposed in ICC Docket No. 09-0263? 232 

A. As shown on page 1 of ComEd Ex. 7.01, the estimated quarterly AMP recovery amounts 233 

for 2010 for Rider AMP under ComEd’s Stimulus Proposal are $0 (1st quarter), $0.7 234 

million (2nd quarter), $4.6 million (3rd quarter), and $5.1 million (4th quarter). There is no 235 

anticipated recovery during the first quarter of 2010 as, per Rider AMP, charges cannot 236 

be applied for at least 90 days after the commission makes a ruling in this docket. This 237 

analysis assumes a ruling will be made in during the fourth quarter of 2009.  238 

Methodology 239 
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 Q. What are the total costs associated with ComEd’s Stimulus Proposal that will be included 240 

in Rider AMP? 241 

A. As discussed by ComEd witness Val R. Jensen the total cost of ComEd’s Stimulus 242 

Proposal is $366.4 million, of which ComEd is seeking matching funds for $350 million. 243 

As shown in detail in ComEd Ex. 7.06 and in summary below, some of the projects 244 

associated with the Stimulus Proposal are transmission related and recovery of these costs 245 

will not be sought through Rider AMP. It should be noted that the functionalization as 246 

shown in ComEd Ex. 7.03 and 7.06 are based upon ComEd’s best judgment and current 247 

knowledge at the time of this filing, but over time, functionalization of some assets, such 248 

as the fiber ring, my change based upon future, and currently unanticipated uses. Other 249 

costs, such as those incurred prior to the 4th quarter 2009 are not eligible for matching 250 

funds. 251 

 ComEd Stimulus Proposal (Total)   $366.4 M 252 

 Less amounts incurred prior to 4th Qtr, 2009  ($16.4 M) 253 

 ComEd Stimulus Proposal (net)   $350.0 M 254 

 Less Transmission Related Investments  ($91.3 M) 255 

 Less AC Switches Recovered Through Rider EDA    ($3.2 M) 256 

 Subtotal      $255.5 M 257 

 Less Matching Funds @ 50%    ($127,8 M) 258 

Less O&M Not Recoverable Through Rider AMP ($11.4 M) 259 

 Subtotal      $116.4 M 260 
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 Add back recoverable amounts incurred 261 

  prior to 4th Qtr 2009 (Distribution only) $13.4 M 262 

 Total Recoverable Through Rider AMP  $129.8 M1 263 

Q. What is the total cost of ComEd’s Stimulus Proposal, net of the AMI pilot? 264 

A. As shown in more detail in ComEd Ex. 7.03, the total cost net of the AMI Pilot under 265 

consideration in ICC Docket No. 09-0263 is as follows: 266 

 ComEd Stimulus Proposal (Total)   $366.4 M 267 

 Less AMI Pilot Costs     ($70.7 M) 268 

 Subtotal      $295.7 M 269 

 Less amounts incurred prior to 4th Qtr 2009  ($1.9 M) 270 

 Less Transmission Related Investments  ($91.3 M) 271 

 Less AC Switches Recovered Through Rider EDA    ($3.2 M) 272 

 Subtotal      $199.3 M 273 

 Less Matching Funds @ 50%    ($99.7 M) 274 

 Less O&M not recoverable through Rider AMP ($7.7 M) 275 

 Add back recoverable amounts incurred  276 

prior to 4th Qtr 2009 (Distribution only)  $0.5 M 277 

Total Recoverable Through Rider AMP  $92.5 M 278 

                                                 
1Includes AMI Pilot (141,000 meters and other investments). Does not include AMI workshop costs – See 

ComEd ex. 7.04 page 7. 
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 279 

Q. In brief, what methodology did ComEd use to determine the quarterly AMP recovery 280 

amounts related to its Stimulus Proposal for Rider AMP?  281 

A. As prescribed by Rider AMP, the quarterly AMP recovery amount was computed as 282 

follows: 283 

   Quarterly Return on net AMP plant 284 

+ Net Quarterly Depreciation Expense related to AMP plant 285 

+ Quarterly Amortization of the regulatory assets related to  286 

 the retired meters and non-meter assets and O&M incurred prior to the 287 
effective date of the rider; plus 288 

+ Quarterly Customer Application and Public Outreach O&M expenses 289 

 related to Rider AMP     290 

Quarterly AMP Recovery Amount 291 

 See ComEd Ex. 7.01, pages 1 through 8, for detailed calculations. 292 

Q. How was the quarterly return on net AMP plant computed? 293 

A. Net AMP plant represents gross forecasted and actual AMP plant less Accumulated 294 

Depreciation and Accumulated Deferred Income Taxes. Please see the direct testimony of 295 

Michael Meehan, Ronald Donovan, and James Eber for a discussion of the costs of gross 296 

AMP plant.  To compute the quarterly return on net plant, the net plant balance at the end 297 

of the quarter is multiplied by the pre-tax return of 11.48% times 0.25. In its final order in 298 

ComEd’s most recent rate case, the Commission approved the following parameters for 299 

use in ComEd’s weighted average cost of capital: 300 

       Weighted 301 

Proportion  Cost  Cost 302 
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 Long-term Debt   54.96%  6.78%  3.72% 303 

 Common Equity   45.04%  10.30%  4.64% 304 

Total          8.36% 305 

 306 

 The above figures were used in determination of the pre-tax return along with the 307 

uncollectibles factor (0.73%), Federal income tax rate (35.00%) and state income tax rate 308 

(7.30%). Each of these parameters was used in ICC Docket No. 07-0566 in the 309 

calculation of ComEd’s allowed revenue requirement.  310 

See ICC Docket No. 07-0566, Order at 99 (September 10, 2008).   311 

 Per Rider AMP, the calculation of the pre-tax return is as follows: 312 

 313 

  314 

 315 

 PTR = Pre- Tax Return 316 

 WCCE = Weighted Cost of Common Equity 317 

 UF = Uncollectible Factor 318 

 SIT = Illinois State Income Tax Rate 319 

 FIT = Federal Income Tax Rate 320 

 
PTR  =   (WCCE)       + WCLTD 
        (1 – UF) x (1- SIT) x (1 – FIT) 
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Inserting the above parameters into the formula as shown below results in a pre-tax return 321 

of 11.48%. See also ComEd Ex 7.01, page 6. 322 

  323 

  324 

Q. How was net quarterly depreciation expense on AMP plant computed? 325 

A. The net quarterly depreciation expense on AMP plant was computed by multiplying the 326 

gross amount of each type of AMP plant (e.g. meters, IT software, hardware, network 327 

communications equipment, customer applications, distribution equipment) by its 328 

associated depreciation rate times 0.25. Additionally, the depreciation expense of the 329 

retired meters and non-meter assets that is currently in base rates was subtracted from the 330 

total depreciation expense. It is necessary to subtract the depreciation expense related to 331 

the retired assets that is currently in base rates so that the total of the amount in base rates 332 

and the amount recovered through the rider equals the amortization of the regulatory 333 

assets.    334 

Q. How was the quarterly amortization expense for the regulatory assets related to the 335 

retired meters and non-meter assets computed? 336 

A. The quarterly amortization expense was computed by dividing the undepreciated costs of 337 

the retired meters and non-meter assets by ten (the amortization period) and multiplying 338 

that figure by 0.25.  339 

Q. How were the quarterly Operating and Maintenance (“O&M”) expenses related to Rider 340 

AMP calculated? 341 

 
    4.64%              
11.48% =  (1 – 0.73%) x (1 – 7.30%) x (1 – 35.00%)    + 3.72% 
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A. The quarterly O&M expenses represent the amount estimated to be incurred in the 342 

previous quarter for customer applications and communications. For a discussion of the 343 

expected O&M expenses see the direct testimony of Mr. Eber. O&M amounts for 344 

customer applications, community outreach and public information incurred prior to the 345 

4th quarter 2009 are amortized over a three year period.  346 

IV.  Customer Rate Impacts 347 

Q. What are the estimated monthly customer rate impacts associated with ComEd’s 348 

Stimulus Proposal net of ComEd’s AMI pilot as proposed in ICC Docket No. 09-0263? 349 

A. The estimated customer rate impacts are shown on ComEd Ex. 7.02. The estimated 2010 350 

monthly rate impacts for the average residential customer are as follows: 351 

January – March $0.00/month 352 

 April – June  $0.04/month 353 

 July – September $0.22/month 354 

 October – November $0.27/month 355 

The above amounts assume ComEd receives 50% matching funds for its Smart Grid 356 

proposal from the DOE. There is no anticipated recovery during the first quarter of 2010 357 

as, per Rider AMP, charges cannot be applied for at least 90 days after the commission 358 

makes a ruling in this docket. This analysis assumes a ruling will be made in the fourth 359 

quarter of 2009. 360 

Q. If the rate impacts above are added to the rate impacts you provided in your rebuttal 361 

testimony in ICC Docket No. 09-0263 (ComEd Ex. 15.2, line 23), would this provide the 362 
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total rate impacts associated with ComEd’s Stimulus Proposal and ComEd’s AMI 363 

proposal? 364 

A. No. The estimated customer rate impacts I provided in ComEd Ex. 15.2 assume no 365 

matching funds from the DOE. Adding the two together would over-estimate the 366 

customer rate impacts. 367 

Q. Can you provide the estimated customer rate impacts based upon ComEd’s Stimulus 368 

Proposal inclusive of the AMI Pilot? 369 

A. Yes, these amounts are shown in ComEd Ex. 7.5, page 1 line 23 attached to this 370 

testimony. 371 

Q. How did you compute the estimated monthly customer rate impacts? 372 

A. The estimated quarterly AMP recovery amounts as computed on ComEd Ex. 7.1 and 7.4 373 

were divided by the estimated quarterly billings to compute the quarterly AMP %.  The 374 

AMP % was then multiplied by the average annual bill per customer divided by four for 375 

the following customer groups: Single Family Without Space Heat, Multi Family 376 

Without Space Heat, Single Family With Space Heat, Multi Family With Space Heat, 377 

Watt-Hour, Small Load (0 to 100 kW), Medium Load (100 kW to 400 kW), Large Load 378 

(400 kW to 1 MW), Very Large Load (1 MW to 10 MW), Extra Large Load (> 10 MW), 379 

High Voltage (over 10 MW), High Voltage (other), and Railroad. The estimated quarterly 380 

customer rate impacts were then divided by three to obtain estimated monthly rate 381 

impacts. 382 

Q. How were the projected annual and quarterly billings computed? 383 
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A. The projected annual and quarterly billings include customer charge, metering charge, 384 

distribution facilities charge, and transformer and meter rentals.  The amounts are based 385 

on ComEd’s allowed revenue requirement (ICC Docket No. 07-0566), 2006 weather 386 

normalized billing determinants by quarter and revenues for Riders ML and NS. For the 387 

purposes of this calculation, they are an illustrative estimate and do not necessarily 388 

represent a typical customer class.  389 

Q. Can you provide an estimate of how an average residential customer’s total bill will be 390 

affected if ComEd’s Stimulus Proposal is approved? 391 

A. Yes, as shown in attachments 7.02 (page 2) and 7.05 (page 2), the estimated monthly 392 

increase in an average residential customer’s bill is 0.2% and .0.5%, based upon the 393 

incremental amount related to ComEd’s Stimulus Proposal net of ComEd’s AMI pilot 394 

and the full amount of the Stimulus Proposal including ComEd’s AMI pilot, respectively. 395 

Q. Does this complete your direct testimony? 396 

A. Yes.   397 


